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The parabolic type Monge-Ampere equation we are dealing with, is of the form 
(c?u/iYt) det[D,u] =f on D x (0, T) where D,,u are the spatial derivatives of the 
convex function u( ., t). A generalized concept of the solution is introduced and 
existence theorems are formulated and proved under enough general conditions, by 
purely probabilistic methods. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The term “classic Monge-Ampere” equation is reserved for the following 
boundary value problem: Given an open, bounded, convex D c Rd and 
functionsf>O, 4 find a convex function UE C’(D) n C(d) such that 
det[D,u] =f on D 
t4=Cp on aD. 
(0.1) 
N. V. Krylov in his paper [4] on LP-estimation of a solution of parabolic 
type equations noted several parabolic equations analogous to (O.l), e.g., 
det [Dp-du$]=fd, 
$ det[D,u] =fd+‘, 
detlopl={(/+$)+~ (02) 
where the function u defined on D x (0, T), T> 0, belongs to an 
appropriate class of functions for each case. 
In this paper, it is the third form (0.2) we are interested in. Our aim is 
to establish existence of a generalized solution for this equation, conceived 
in a manner analogous to the one for problem (0.1) developed by 
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A. V. Pogorelov ([9], see also [lo]). The approach is purely probabilistic 
without P.D.E. Theory considerations, based on stochastic control techni- 
ques and a stochastic version of analytic ideas of P. L. Lions [7] concern- 
ing the classic Monge-Ampere equation. 
In Section 1 the main notations are introduced and “cost functions” of 
appropriately selected stochastic controls are defined and studied. In 
Section 2 the existence of a solution of the corresponding E-approximated 
at the boundary problem is proved. In Section 3 a generalized concept of 
solution is defined based on general considerations by N. V. Krylov, 
concerning measures associated with a function u E C(D x (0, T)), convex 
on D (see [S]). In this context an existence theorem is proved under 
enough general conditions on data and certain properties of the generalized 
solution are established. Unicity and regularity questions are left open. 
The stochastic control techniques we use are justified by the following 
fact: For a function UE C’,‘(D x (0, T)), convex with respect to XED and 
increasing w.r. to t E (0, T), the following equality is true 
Inf 1 croDiju + bD,u = (d+ l)(D,u det[D,u])‘“d+” 
! > 
(0.3 1 
when the it&mum is taken over the set ((A, 6) 1 A symmetric positive d x d- 
matrix, b > 0 such that b det A > I>. This fact is a particular case of the 
following elementary lemma (see [7]). 
Let B be a symmetric non-negative n x n-matrix and U= {A (sym. 
non-negative n x n-matrix such that det A > cl. Then 
Inf(Trace(AB): A E U} = n . (c det B)““. (0.4) 
1. NOTATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, STOCHASTIC CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS 
Given (Q, F, & P, B,), s > 0, a d-dimensional Brownian motion, for 
NE N, S, denotes the set of .Ys-progressively measurable stochastic 
processes (a, b). 
u: [O, +co)xQ+R d2 ) b: [0, +co)xQ+R 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
ua*>O, b>O on [0, +ao)xQ 
Trao*+bdN on [0, fco)xQ 
b det cc* >, 1 on [0, +co)xR. 
We denote S=UNEN S,. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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It must be noted that in consequence of (0.4), assumption (1.3) implies 
Traa*+b>d+ 1 on [0, +co)x.Qforall(o,b)ES. (1.3)’ 
For each (a, b) E S we set 
X; = js cr dB,, s > 0 (Ito’s Integral)’ 
0 
Y f = 1’ b, dr, S>O 
0 
2;” = (XT, Yf,, s 30. 
We consider the following as given: A bounded subset D c Rd (da 2) such 
that D = {XE Rd: w(x) < 0} where function w E C2(Rd) and satisfies the 
property 
there is a constant ff> 0 such that [Diiw] > ffId on Rd 
(in the matrix sense). 
(1.4) 
A function g E C’( R” x [0, + co)) such that 
g>o on Rdx[O, +co) (1.5) 
Ilgllm + lIDsIt, + l/D2gll, < +a~ (1.6) 
g=o outside of K x [0, r], 
where K is a compact subset of D and number T> 0. (1.7) 
Throughout this study we consider a function p E Ci(lRd) with bounded 
derivatives satisfying the properties 
p=o on 4. (1.8) 
For each 6 > 0, there is a y > 0 such that 
P(X) 2 Y when dist(x, a) 2 S. (1.9) 
It is not difficult to see that such a function exists under condition (1.4). 
Finally for x E KY”, L > 0, and (a, 6) E S we denote 
0, = Q,(A, x, CT, b) = (Tr A, + b,) d p(x + XF) + 1 
> 
, r-20, 
where A = cm*, E > 0. 
’ For stochastic integrals and Ito calculus see A. Friedman, “Stochastic DiKerential Equa- 
tions and Applications,” Vol. 1, Academic Press, New York, 1975. 
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Our purpose here is the study of the following functions (known as “cost 
functions” in stochastic control theory): 
Zi..&, t) = E j* - g(x + X:, t-l- YS) 
0 
xexp{ -{;@.drlds, (x, t) E RdX [O, + O-J), (1.10) 
where E denotes the mean value, i.e., integration with respect to measure 
P. 
The differentiability assumptions made on function g, p and condi- 
tion (1.3)’ in conjunction with well known devices from integration theory 
assure that 
Z,.,EC2(RdX [O, +co)) for all (a, b) E S, 1> 0, E > 0. 
In order to obtain appropriate bounds for derivatives of functions I,,, we 
need the following technical result, a particular case of a general theorem 
of D. Stroock and S. Varadhan (see [12]). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let us be given qS, V/,, v, 2 0, qx-measurable continuous 
processes vertfying the following properties. 
(i) {iq,dr< +oo for all s>O on 52 
(ii) V(.,o) is of B.V. on [O,s]for alls>O,wEG 
(iii) ~bIv,ldlV\ (r)< +coforaZfs>OonQ. 
IfK,=S”,q,dr- v,, s Z 0, is an SS-martingale and if E sup{ lK(s)l (I VI (u) + 
I V(O)/): 0G.s~ u} < +oo for all u ~0, then the process R,Y= -v, V,s+ 
si qr V, dr + SS, v, dV,, s 2 0, is an FJ-martingale. 
The aforementioned general result confirms that 
KS V, - s ’ K, dV,, s > 0, is an $-martingale. 0 
This process written with the help of the special form for KS and integrated 
by parts, leads to the result announced. 
The desired bounds for the derivatives of the functions I,,, will now be 
established. We shall denote Di, D, as the “spatial” derivatives and D,, D,, 
as the “time-derivatives.” The symbols D,,, D,$, have the obvious meaning. 
LEMMA 1.2. There is a constant k, > 0 not depending on I > 0, E > 0, 
(a, b) E S such that for all (x, t) E W’ x [0, + CJS ) 
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LEMMA 1.3. Ail the first and secondpartial derivatives of the function I*,, 
are bounded on Rd x [0, -t co) by a constant k >O not depending on 
R>O, (a, b)ES. 
ProoJ As in [7] we construct a function @ E C;(W) possessing the 
following properties (assumptions (1.4), (1.8), (1.9) are critical here) 
f~~,D,i-TrA(f+I)i>cTrA onRd 
for all symmetric matrices A = [IX,] > 0 where c > 0 a constant not depend- 
ing on R > 0, E > 0, A > 0. Consider the function 
V(x, t) = l/Q(x) + c(t - T), (x, t)ERdx [O, +m). 
It is an easy job to verify the following facts 
v,<o on OPx [O, T] (1.11) 
+,DBV+bD,V- 
(TrA+b) f+d V>c(TrA+b) 
( ) 
on Rdx [O, TJ (1.12) 
for all symmetric matrices A = [a,] > 0 and numbers b > 0. 
For what follows the elements z0 = (x,, to) E W’x [O, T], (a, b) E S, 1~ 0, 
E > 0 will be fixed and the following notation will be used. 
@,=(TrA,+b,) 
( 
ip(x,,+X:)+I , 
> 
r&O 
y,=~~nb(r)DtiV(z,,+Z~‘)+b(r)D,V(z0+2~6), ra0, 
us= V(z,+2y), s>,o, 
where 
A, = [o+(r)] = f~,c,*, 2+(x;, Y$),s20. 
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A straightforward application of Ito’s formula implies that the process 
K,=j-;q,dr-Us, s >, 0, is an .F7-martingale. 
The definition of the function V and the boundedness of the processes 
(a, b) E S make an easy job of the verification of the other conditions in 
Lemma 1.1 when 
and in such a way it is deduced that the process 
is an F5-martingale. 
Stopping this martingale at time r A n where z = inf{ s > 0: to + Yl> r] 
and n E N, relations (l.ll), (1.12) imply’ the inequality 
ER,>E!““” 
0 
c(TrA,+b,)expi-jle.dr)ds forall HEN. (1.14) 
But by definition 
ER,=E(-U,)= -T/(x,, to)~\))V\)T=sup{\V(x, t)\:xERBd,Odt$T} 
(1.15) 
and the former inequality because of (1.3)’ implies 
In view of the assumptions on g (e.g., g = 0 when t > T) the first term of 
the last inequality is greater than lZI,JxO, t,)l and so part (i) of Lemma 1.2 
follows noting that Z&x, t) = 0 when t >/ T. As for part (ii) it is sufficient 
to note that 
DJ&, 1)=EjbAg)(x+X:, 
0 
t+ Y:)exp{ -jiGrdr]ds 
z (.%I Jr x: n n, h3 + ry ,,,” )ER“x [0, T] and I/f0 on Rdx [0, T], so we have Cl,,,,<O. 
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and this permits the application of the same technique. Similar things for 
the part (iii). 
We now prove Lemma 1.3. At first we observe that 
X +Iip(x,+X:)+I)dr ds. 
> 
Denoting 
?,=]~(Tr&+k)d~, S>O 
and observing that g(x, t) = 0 when t 2 T we conclude that 
IDJA,,(xo, toIt G E 1: ev { - fi Q, dr) 
where 
r = inf(s > 0: to + Yt > T}. 
The last inequality implies that for all 1 E (0, 1) we have 
IDiZA,z(Xo, toIt G t E 6 exp { - Ji Q, dr} (v, + 1) & (1.16) 
where p > 0 depends on the C’-norm of the function g. 
For the martingale {R,),ro in (1.13) the conditions of Lemma 1.1 are 
easily verified with 
V$=j’(TrA,+b,)dr+l, s 2 0. 
0 
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Hence the process 
is an E-martingale. 
Stopping this martingale at time t A n, relations (1.11 ), (1.12) imply the 
following inequality for all n E N 
c-exp{ -~~s,dr)(g~+l)(TrA,+h,)d.~ 
GE&)---Eji^“exp o { -j’B.dr}.(r~(TrA,+h,)l. 
But 
so 
I u,t = IWO + x:, to + Yf)l < II VI T when ST A n. 
This inequality combined with (1.14), (1.15) and the fact 
Tr A,+b,Zd+ 1 
implies that the following majoration holds for all n E N 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
The announced boundedness of first derivatives follows immediately from 
the last inequality and (1.16). 
For derivatives of the form D,,, it is suficient to observe that 
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Hence the same technique can be applied with D, g in place of g. It remains 
to prove boundedness of spatial second derivatives. Tedious but not 
difficult calculation leads to the estimation 
where v > 0 depends on the C2-norm of function g. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 to martingale (R,}, s 2 0, in (1.13) with 
v, = ‘(TrA,+h,)dr ‘+/‘(TrA,+b,)dr+l, 
> 
S>O 
0 
and stopping at time r A n the arising martingale, we arrive at 
E(-D.,)BE~~Ancexp{ -~~@~dr](rl:+‘l,+l)(TrA,+b,)ds 
+2E~~Anexp{-~~B,dr) 
. U,(Tr A, + b,) 9, ds for all n E N 
because of (l.ll), (1.12). 
Now recalling inequalities (1.14), (1.17), (1.18), (1.19) we can conclude. 
We study now the functions which will be used to approximate the 
solution of our problem, known as “optimal cost functions” in stochastic 
control language and defined as follows for each /z > 0, E > 0, NE N, 
UJ,8,N(& t) = igfli,&, t), (x, t)ERdX [O, +a). 
For IA,E and S, see notations (1.2), (1.3), and (1.10). As for finiteness of 
infimum taken, recall Lemma 1.2. We shall examine now convergence 
properties of functions u~,~,~ when I + 0 and N + +cc. 
LEMMA 1.4. When A --t 0 running over a decreasing sequence converging 
to zero and N + +cx, the sequence of functions u>,~,~ + u, uniformly on 
subsets K x [0, + 00) where K is a compact of Rd. For the limit functions u, 
the following properties are true for each E > 0. 
(i) Iu,(zi) - u,(z2)J < k Jzl - z21 for all zl, z2 E Rd x [0, + 00) 
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(ii) u,(z+u)+u,(z-u)-22u,(z)Qk ~v~‘for aff z~lVx(O, $03) and 
uER”+‘such thaf Z~UERdX(O, +m). 
In particular there is a constant k, > 0 not depending on F > 0 such that 
(iii) Iu.(x, t)l dkO llgl),for all (x, t)EW’x [0, +a) 
(iv) lu,(x, tl)-u,(x, t2)l <kk, llD,gll, It, -tz( .for all XER”, 
f,, f,E L-0, +m) 
(v) u&x, t + h) + u,(x, t - h) - 214x, t) < k, lID,,g(l z h2 for all 
XER”, tE(0, +co), h>O such that t+hE(O, +a). 
Proof: Fixing E > 0 and denoting u,,,,~ the function u~,,,,~ when E, > 0 is 
running over a decreasing sequence { ,I,> converging to zero, it is obvious 
by definition that 
u n~N~%rt.N when n urn. , > > . 
On the other hand the sequence {u,,~,,,, n= 1,2, . ..} is bounded (by 
Lemma 1.2). 
Let u,.~ =limnu,,, for each NE N. 
Now, because of S,,‘c S,, when N, c N, it is obvious by definition that 
us, N, 2 us, NZ when N, <N, in N. 
Lemma 1.2 permits us to write 
u,=lim U, N, 
N 
Furthermore, for z, , z2 E Rd x [0, + co) it is not difficult to see that 
and recalling Lemma 1.3 we deduce that part (i) is true. At the same time 
this proves the announced mode of convergence (note that if u~,~,~(x, t) = 0 
then t >, T). As for part (ii), this is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.3, in 
view of the following facts: for z E lRd x (0, + cc), u E Rd+ ’ such that 
z+_u~(W~x(O, +a) we have 
ui.,~.N(Z~u)~U~,~,~(z~u0)~2u~,~,N(Z) 
~~nf{~~,,(2+~)+~j.,,(Z-U)~-~~f{21,..(Z)} SN h 
G suP lz&,(z + u, + z;.,,(z - u, - 21j.,,(z)l G llo2zi,,~ll m l”12. 
sv 
The same argument in conjunction with Lemma 1.2 is sufficient to conclude 
the remaining parts. 
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The following lemmas establish stochastic properties of the function U, 
introduced above. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let us denote E=Dx(O,T),r=dE-((x,O):XED). If 
for (a, b) E S, (x0, to) E I? - r, z denotes the time the process 
(x0 + Xz, t, + Y:),,, hits r, then we have 
sup(Ez: (0, b)ES, (x,, &,)&-I’} < +co 
(mention: z = inf{s > 0: (x0 + XT, to + Yt) E r}), 
Proof: Let us denote 
V(x, t) = w(x) + ; (t - T), (x, t) E Rd+‘, 
where w, TV are as in assumption (1.4). Then the following relations are 
easily verified: 
VQO on B x [O, T] 
$a,D,V+bD,V2i(TrA+b) onRdfl 
for all symmetric matrices [a,] = A > 0 and numbers b > 0. 
In particular 
for all symmetric matrices [IQ] = A > 0 and numbers b > 0 satisfying the 
condition b det A 2 1. 
Ito’s formula applied for process 2 = (x,, + X;, to + Yt), s 2 0, yields the 
inequality 
JwZ* h lj )-V(X,,~,)=E~~~‘{$Y~(~)D~V(Z.)+~(~)D,V(Z,))~~, 
0 
where [Q(X)] = a(s) a*(s), q E N. 
Assumptions on (0, b) E S, the above relations, and the fact 
EV(Z, h ,,) < 0 (because of Z, h tl ED x [0, T] = E) lead to the estimation 
2 11 vIi T 
E(T)d(d+l)a’ 
)(VI(.=sup()V(x, t)(:x&!‘,O<t<T}. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let E = D’ x [r, r + p] where D’ c D open and [r, r + p] c 
[0, T]. For (6, b)E S let us denote $0, b) = t as the time the process 
Z,=(x+~~, t+ Y:),,, hits r=aE-{(x,r):xED’) where (x, t)EE-I’. 
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Then the following relation holds: 
u,(x, t) = inf 
i 
E s’ - g(x + Xz, t + Y%) ds + Eu,(x + A’:, r+Yf) . 
(0.b) 0 I 
Proof. By a general result in Krylov’s treatment of stochastic control 
problems ([3], see also [6,8]) we have that 
u;.,,,N (x, t)=Inf(E[‘exp{-/i,I(TrAr+b,)drj(-g)(Z,)dJ SN 0 
+Eexp - 
i j 
‘n(TrA,+h,)dr U. (1.20) 
0 
} . . ..(&I) 
(note that when s < t we have x + X; E 6, hence p(x + /I’,) = 0). 
Fixing N, E and making I > 0 to run over a decreasing sequence (I, 1 
converging to zero, we denote 
Bz = Es’ exp { - IS &(Tr A, + 6,) dr} ( - g)(Z,) ds 
0 0 
C;=Eexp - ’ * 
i j 
~n(Tr~.+kW ~.~,~..dZd~ 
I 
C” = Eu, JZr). 
0 
By Lemma 1.5, sup,,, IBE < +oo and by Lemma 1.2, sup,,, IC;l< + 00. 
Furthermore it is obvious that 
B; L E j’ ( - g)(Z,) ds z B”. 
0 
(1.21) 
We prove now the convergence 
sup \c;-c”( -+o 
SN 
when &, -+O (1.22) 
sup IC:: - C”I Q sup E lu~,,c,N(Zr)- ~c,iv(Zr)l 
SN SN 
+ ll~i.,,&Nllrn s~~E(l-expi-j~i.(TrA,+h.)dr}). 
At first UA.,~,N 1 u,,N uniformly on compacts of IF@ x [0, + co) and in view of 
Z, E r for all (a, b) E S we conclude that 
sup E Iu~,,~,N(Z~)-U,,N(Z~)I -+O if in +O. 
Sh’ 
At second I/u ~n,e,,vllm 6ko lItAl,, k, > 0 not depending on I., by Lemma 1.2. 
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Furthermore by assumption (1.2) we have Tr A, + 6, d N for al (0, b) E S 
and by Lemma 1.5 there is a constant R > 0 such that 
ErdR for all (6, b)eS. 
In view of these facts the following relations hold: 
s;;E(l-exp{ -Ci.(TrA,+h.)dr))$s~~E(l-exp{-1.Nr)) 
<sup (1 -exp( -&NE(z)}) 
SN 
Q 1 -exp(-R,NRj +O 
when I,, -+ 0. 
After (l.ZO), (1.21), (1.22), and the fact that u~,,~,~J z.+ it is elementary 
to prove that 
thus for all NE N 
(1.23) 
But u,,N~ U, and S, t S. These facts and relation (1.23) permit us to write 
u,(x, t) = I;f E J” (- g)(Z,) ds + Eu,(Z,) . 
0 1 
2. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION FOR THE E-APPROXIMATED PROBLEM 
In this section we shall prove the first existence result of this study. This 
result will be the existence of a solution of the s-approximated (at the 
boundary) problem for the equation we are dealing with. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D be the open subset of IWd satisfying assumption (1.4) 
and number T> 0. Let f E C2 (F8’ x [0, + co)) satisfying assumptions like 
(1.5), (1.6), (1.7). Then for each E > 0 there exists a function 
u, E C(b x [0, T]) such that 
(i) u,( ., t) is convex on D for all tE [0, T] and u,(x, .) is increasing 
on [0, T] for all x E D. 
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(ii) D,u,, Diuc, Dtir4,E L”(D x (0, T)). 
(iii) D,U,det[D& =f”+’ ax. on D x (0, T). 
(iv) u,-+O uniform/y on r=d(Dx (0, T))- ((x,O):xED). 
Proof. For E > 0, I > 0, NE N take the function u~,,~,~ defined in 
Section 1, this time with g= (1/2)(d+ 1) 2”‘(“+‘)f 
Lemma 1.4 assures that lim, (lim, u~,~,,,) = U, E C( Rd x [0, + cc )). By a 
general result in stochastic control theory (see [6]) the following inequality 
holds for all (x, t) E Rd x [0, + co): 
for all processes (gs, b,) in S, and numbers r > 0. 
Let a symmetric d x d-matrix A = [aii] > 0 and number h > 0 such that 
bdetA>,l. 
Consider the processes cr, = A ‘I2 b,y = b, s > 0. Obviously there is a N, E N , 
such that (a, b) E SN for all iV> N,. 
Applying for each N 9 N, the above inequality when the process 
((T,, b,) = (A’12, b) for all s 2 0 and repeating word by word the arguments 
of page 131 in [6] we deduce that 
in the sense of distributions on UT’ x (0, + co) for all N >/ N,. Sending 
A -+ 0, N --) +oo and in view of assumption (1.8) on p the above inequality 
yields 
in the sense of distributions on D x (0, + 00) and this for all symmetric 
A = [a,] > 0 and numbers b > 0 such that b det A > 1. 
It is trivial now to extend the above relation in the following manner: 
1 ai/ DiiU, + 2bD tu, B (d+ 1)(26 det A)‘lcd+ ‘)f on Dx(0, +co) 
i. 1 
(2.1) 
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for all symmetric dx d-matrices A = [Q] > 0 and numbers b 30 (in the 
sense of distribution too). 
It is easy to deduce from (2.1) that 
D,u,>O on Dx(0, +CYJ) (2.2) 
and 
on D x (0, + co) for all sym. A = [Q] > 0. (2.3) 
Relations (2.2), (2.3), and Lemma 1.4 in view of well known devices from 
the Theory of Distributions yield parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
Proof of Part (iii). The elementary inequality (0.3) mentioned in the 
Introduction and (2.1) as can be written after part (ii) imply the inequality 
Dru, det[Diiu,] 2 fd" a.e. on D x (0, T). (2.4) 
We shall prove by contradiction that this is an equality. Writing u for u, 
in what follows and setting q = D,u det[Dou] it is supposed that there is 
a number c > 0 such that the subset 
L = {(x, t): q(x, t) > f”’ ‘(x, t) + c 1 n D x (0, T) 
has a positive d+ l-dimensional Lebesque measure. 
By Lemma 1.4(ii) it is deduced that the function 
x(x, t) = $k( Ix) 2 + P) - u(x, t), (x, t)EDx(O, T) 
is convex and locally Lipschitz in D x (0, T). This implies that u is twice dif- 
ferentiable a.e. on D x (0, T) and the so defined a.e. derivatives of u coincide 
with Radon-Nicodym derivatives of the distributional derivatives which 
are measures.3 Using the same method as in [2]’ we deduce that for some 
(z, S) EL, there is a function 4 E Cm(D x (0, T)) such that 
4(z, s) = 44 s) (2.5) 
D&z, s) = D&z, s) (2.6) 
D&z, 3) = DAz, s) (2.7) 
4(x, t) - 4x, t) < 0 for all (x, t) E D x (0, T) - ((2, s)}. (2.8) 
3 This is known as the Buseman-Feller-Alexandroff Theorem (see [S]) 
*Such a use can be seen in [6]. 
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Let A ~0: B(z, A) CD. Consider numbers 0>0, a>O, /I >O such that 
a< ic(l + (d+ I) t9--J--l, p < a. 
Continuity at (z, s) of functions D&, f and relations (2.6), (2.7) assure 
existence of numbers 6 E (0, A), p E (s, T) such that the following relations 
are true, where B(z, 6) denotes the sphere of center z and radius 6: 
sup IDq#(x, t) - D~u(z, s)I < P on B(z, 6) x [s, PI (2.9) 
i. I 
ID&x, t) - Dtu(z, ~11 <P on B(z, 6) x [s, p] (2.10) 
C 
f”’ ‘(z, s) + - > f d+ ‘(x, t) 
2 
on B(z, 6) x [s, p]. (2.11) 
Choose an E > 0 satisfying the properties 
EC6 and c2<dmin{u(x,p)-&x,p):xtB(r,4)) 
(this is possible because of (2.8)). This last property means that 
as2 < min(u(x, p) - 4(x, p): x E B(z, E)}. 
We define the function 
(2.12) 
V(x, t)=&x, t)+(~-a)(IX-z12-&2), (x, t) E D x (0, T). 
After (2.5), (2.8), (2.12), and the choice of /r < a the following relations are 
easily verified: 
v<u on ~‘=I~(B(z,F)x(s,~))- {(x,~):x~B(z,.s)} (2.13) 
V(z,s)-u(z, s)= (a-fl)c2>0. (2.14) 
As will be proved later, the function V has the properties 
D,VaO on B(z, E) x (s, p) (2.15) 
[D,iV] 20 on B(z, E) x (s, p) (2.16) 
kc aqDi, Z’+ bD, V> i(d+ 1) 2’.lrd*l)S= g on B(z, E) x (s, p) (2.17) 
for all symmetric A = [aii] > 0 and numbers b > 0 verifying b det A > 1. 
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Inequality (2.17), after a simple application of Ito’s formula, implies 
EV(o + 2,) - V(w) B E 1’ g(o + 2,) dr 
0 
for all processes o + Z, = (x + XF, t + Yf), t 2 0, with (a, b) E S and 
w = (x, t)eB(z, E) x [s, p), where z is the time these processes hit f’. The 
last inequality combined with (2.13) yields 
V(m)<EJ’-g(w+Z,)dr+Eu(~+Z,) 
0 
and this by Lemma 1.6 implies 
V<U on B(z, ~1 x L.5 P). 
But this contradicts (2.14). 
It remains to verify (2.15), (2.16), (2.17).5 
Let &>O, i= 1, . . . . d, be the proper values of [D&z, s)] and 
A, = D,u(z, s). Obviously li,< (d+ 1) 0 for all i= 0, 1, . . . . d so 
However, 
fl lj< [(d+ 1) 01’3 k=O, 1, . ..) de 
j#k 
fi S=q(Z,s)>fd+‘(Z,S)+C~C 
j=O 
so 
;1,aC[(d+ l)s]-“. 
This minoration and the choice of CI > 0 yield 
&>2‘t for all k = 0, 1, . . . . d. (2.18) 
From the definition of function V and relation (2.7), (2.10) it is deduced 
that 
D,V>D,u(z,s)-p=n,-/I on Nz, 6) x (s, PI. 
Recalling (2.18) and the choice of fl, (2.15) follows. 
’ In a way similar to the one in Cl, p. 413. 
(2.19) 
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To prove (2.16) consider the operations 
[D, V] = [D&J - 2az,+ 2&= [D,p(z, s)] - 2&Z, 
+ [lkj$l - [T~$&? s)l + VI,. 
Now, property (2.16) is an immediate consequence of (2.9) (2.18). The 
remaining property (2.17) will be true if relation 
D,Vdet[D,V] >fd+’ on &, E) x (s, P) 
can be verified. 
Relation (2.19) and the choice of tl, fl imply that 
D, I/> Dp(z, s) - 2LY 
so, in the sense of matrices 
It is not difficult to see that the second member equals 
[ 
D,u(z, s) 0 
0 D,u(z, s) 1 
-2aI,+, 
0 0 
+ [ 0 1 D&(x, t)-Dv~(~,~)~+2~6,i ' 
Positiveness of matrices assured by (2.9), (2.18) permits us to have 
D, V det[D, V] 3 det D,u(z, s) 
0 D~u~z,s)]-~~~~+~) 
on & 6) x (s, P). 
The second member equals n,“=, ( Aj - 2~) and for this quantity we have 
fi (4-243 fi /Ij-241 +(d+ l)O)d+’ 
i=O j=O 
=q(z, s)-22c1(1+ (d+ l)e)d+l>fd+‘(z, s) 
+c-22cr(l+(d+l)fI)d+* 
>fd”(z,s)+c/2>fd+l(X, t) on Wz, 6) x (s, P) 
(the last two inequalities because of (2.11) and the choice of number r). 
Note that E < 6. 
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Proof of Part (iv). In the same way as in [7] for each 6>0 we 
construct function wg E C,(P) satisfying the properties 
w,<o on Rd (2.19a) 
w,3 -6 on 5X”--D (2.19b) 
wg=w-6 on D, (2.19)’ 
where w is the function assured by assumption (1.4) on D. 
Furthermore, there is an co = co(B) > 0 such that F <co implies 
for all symmetric matrices A = [CQ] > 0 and numbers A > 0. 
Let us define 
VJX, t) = (T+ 1 - t) w,(x), (x, t) E lRd x [O, + co). 
Then the following properties are easily verified: 
v,<o on lRdx [O, T] 
v,> -(T+1)6 on (Rd- D) x[O, T]. 
Furthermore, there is an .zO = ~~(8) > 0 such that E <Ed implies 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
V,>cTrA+b(-w,) (2.22) 
on Rdx [O, T] for all symmetric matrices A = [Ia01 > 0 and numbers 
b > 0, I > 0. By assumption f = 0 outside of K x [0, T] where K is a com- 
pact subset of D. Setting mini -w(x): x E K} = c, we have by convexity of 
function w that c, > 0 and from properties (2.19a, b), (2.19)’ we deduce that 
-wg>c1zK on Rd. 
In consequence, for the second member of (2.22) hold the following 
minorations: 
cTrA+b(-w,)>min(c,c,}(TrA+b)Z, 
3)1glJ-‘min{c,c,}(TrA+b)g on Rdx [O, -too) 
so, if E < &o we have on Rd x [0, T] 
iC%DtiVa+bD,Yb-(TrA+b)(ip+i) V,>c,(TrA+b)g (2.23) 
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for all symmetric matrices A = [ati] >O and numbers b >O, i > 0 (with 
c,=min{c,c,) l/gllP’). 
In the same manner as for Lemma 1.2 part (i) we can prove the estima- 
tion 
IL/‘6 C,(:+ *)-) on W’ x [O, T] for all 1. > 0, E < Ed 
so 
lUi.6.Nl dk(-V8) on IFPx [0, r] for all ;1> 0, NE N, E < cO, 
where k > 0, not depending on I, N, E. 
Letting A-+ 0 and then N + fcO we obtain for all E < E() 
b&, t)l 6 4 - VAX, t)) for all (x, t) E 88 x [0, T]. 
This estimation and property (2.21) imply that if E < E,J~) then IzJ,(x, t)l < 
k(T+ 1) 6 for all (x, 2) E aD x [0, T]. Noting that u,: = 0 on {(x, T): x E D} 
for all E > 0, part (iv) follows. 
3. GENERALIZED SOLUTION 
In this section we are interested in concepts of generalized solutions of 
the equation we are dealing with. Existence theorems will be formulated 
and proved in this context. 
Initially well known facts about a measure associated with a convex 
function will be mentioned. This measure extends the meaning of the 
operator det[Di,] to convex functions not necessarily in C2. For more 
details see [9] or [lo]. 
Notation dtn, dx are reserved for Lebesque measures on IJV’ and dx dt for 
Lebesgue measures on Rd x (0, + cc ). 
Let D c KY’ open, convex, bounded. If u is a convex function defined on 
D, then by the normal image of a subset B c D we mean the set P,(B) = 
U vpeau(y) where au(y)= {p~W’:u(x)-u(y)ap(x-y) for all XED}, 
known as subdifferential of u at y. It is known (see [lo]) that the class 
(B c D: P,(B) is Lebesgue measurable) is a a-algebra. By definition, the 
Monge-Ampere measure Mu of a convex u on D is the measure 
Mu(B) = m(f’,(B)) for any Bore1 set B c D. 
It is known that Mu is a regular Bore1 measure on D (finite on compacts). 
In particular if lu(x) - u(y)1 f L Ix - y\ on an open subset Ulc D then 
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A4u( U) i Ldm(B(O, 1)). This is an easy consequence of properties of sub- 
differentials (see [ll]). In the case u E C’(D) then P,(B) =grad U(B), so 
MU = det[DUu] dx. In general MU it is not absolutely continuous (a.c.) 
with respect to Lebesgue measure m as can be seen by example 
D = B(z, Y), U(X) = Ix-z/. Then Mu=m(D) 6, where 6, is the Dirac 
measure at z. For operator M we have the following convergence theorem: 
If U, -+ u uniformly on compacts of D then [ 4 dMu, -+ 1 q5 dkf, for every 
4 E C,(D)--the set of continuous functions on D with compact support. 
The following considerations concerning convex functions u depending 
on some parameter t are due to Krylov [5] and will be needed in the 
formulation of our problem in a generalized sense. 
Let D be an open, convex, bounded set of lwd, T>O, and 
u E C(D x (0, T)) such that u( ., t) is convex on D for each t E (0, T). The 
Monge-Ampere measure corresponding to the convex function u( ., t) will 
be denoted Mu(t), t E (0, T). For every 4 E C,(D x (0, T)) the function 
SD 4(x, t) Mu(t)(dx), t E (0, T), is continuous on (0, T) with compact sup- 
port. This is an easy consequence of convergence properties of operator A4 
and continuity of U. 
So, the formula 
Q4d) = i,i s, 46, t) Mu(t)(dx) dt (3.1) 
defines a positive Radon measure on D x (0, T). This measure can be equiv- 
alently defined by 
Qu(Kx I) = j- Mu(t)(K) dt 
I 
for any Bore1 sets Kc D, Ic (0, T). If u(x, t) = W(X) g(t) where w is convex 
on D and g 2 0 on (0, 2’) then it can be easily deduced that 
Qu=Mw@p (product measure), 
where dp = gd dt. In general the measure QU it is not a.c. with respect to 
Lebesgue measure dx dt as can be seen by example U(X, t) = (1 - t)( /xl- 1) 
on B(0, 1) x (0, 1). Obviously if UE Czso(D x (0, T)) the dQu = det[DQu] 
dx dt. As for convergence properties we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u,, UC C(D x (0, T)) such that u,( ., t), u( ., t) are con- 
vex on D for each t E (0, T). Zf u, + u in the usual topology of C(D x (0, T)), 
then 
Qu,(d) -+ Q44> for every 4 E Co@ x (0, T)). 
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Prooj: Let supp $ c K x I where K is a compact subset of D and I is a 
closed subinterval of (0, 7’). Obviously d( ., t) E C,(D) and in particular 
supp & ., t) c K for each f E (0, 7’). Convergence properties of operator M 
implies 
for each t E (0, 7). (3.2) 
But 
If U c D is an open subset such that Kc V c 0 c D then for each t E I, 
n~~wehave(u,(x,t)-u,(y,t)~,<L~x-y~forallx,y~~.Becauseofthe 
uniform convergence 1.4, -+ u on D x I, constant L can be taken independent 
of t, n6 In consequence Mu,(t)(K) d Ldm(B(O, 1)) for all n E N, t E I so we 
can integrate (3.2) over I and the claimed result follows. 
The next lemma, due to Krylov (see [S]) will be useful in what follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Qu = Qua + QuS be the Lebesgue-Radon-Nicodym 
analysis of measure Q and ~6”’ = p, * u, n = 1,2, . . . . where 
P,(X) = n”PCn 1.4) with p(z) 
1 
=cexp -- 1 I 1-z* I B(O.1 ,@I, 2 E Rd. 
Then we have 
dQu” 
lim det[D&“‘] = a a.e. on D x (0, T). 
n 
The following lemma is of a different nature, concerning convergence of 
sequence of functions with uniformly bounded above second differences. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u,, ME C(D x (0, T)) such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) u, + u uniformly on compacts of D x (0, T) 
(ii) supn (z&(x, tl)-u,(x, t2)1 <L It,- t,(for all t,, tzE(O, T),xED 
“Close examination of the proof of the well known fact that a convex function is locally 
Lipschitz is sufficient to be convinced. 
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(iii) u,(x, t+h)+u,(x, t-h)-224(x, t)dNh2 for all XED, n~fV(, 
tE (0, T), and h >O such that t + h E (0, T). Then there exists the right 
derivatives D:u,, D:u on D x (0, T), are I.s.c. on D x (0, T) and the follow- 
ing properties are true. 
(a) rf (x,, t,) -+ (x0, to) in D x (0, T) then lim inf D:u,(x,, t,) 2 
D:u(x,, to) 
(b) lim D:u, = D:u almost everywhere on D x (0, T). 
Proof. The arguments are standard, similar to the ones in [ 111. 
Setting 2,(x, t) = (l/2) Nt2 - u,(x, t), Z(X, t) = (l/2) Nt2 - U(X, t), (x, t) E 
D x (0, T) condition (iii) means that functions z,(x, .), z(x, .) are convex 
on (0, T) for every XE D and this implies that D:z,, D:z exists on 
D x (0, T) and because of condition (ii) are bounded by L > 0. In particular 
D:z(x, t) = inf,,, (z(x, t + r) -z(x, t))/r, similarly for D:z” and this 
shows that D:z, D:z, are U.S.C. In consequence, there exists D,?u,, D:u 
and are 1.s.c. on D x (0, T). Now if (x,, t,) + (x,, to) in D x (0, T) and 
p> D:z(xO, to), there is a number r0 > 0 such that (I/r,)(z(x,, t, + rO) - 
z(x,, to)) < y. But Z, + z uniformly on compacts of D x (0, T), so there is 
n, E N such that ( l/rO)( z, x,, tn+rO)-z,(x,, t,))<,u for all n>n,, hence ( 
D:z,,(x,, t,) x p for all n 2nn, and this means lim sup D:z,(x,, t,) < 
D:zh to). But lim sup D:zJx,, t,) = lim sup(Nt, - D:u,(x,, 1,)) > 
Nt, - lim inf D,?u,(x,, t,) and D,?z(x,, to) = Nt, - D,?u(x,, to), so 
lim inf D:u,(x,, t,) 2 D:u(x,, to). Part (b) is a consequence of similar 
relations for D:z” and the well known fact that the Lebesque measure of 
subset {D,+z# D;z} is zero (see [ll]). 
Now we shall examine what happens when E + 0 in Theorem 2.1. For 
easiest formulation the following notation will be needed: K * (D x (0, T)) 
denotes the set of functions u defined on D x (0, T) such that u( ., t) is 
convex on D for each t E (0, T) and u(x, -) is increasing on (0, T) for 
each x E D. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there is a function 
u~C(dx [0, T])nK+(Dx(O, T)) such that: 
(i) u=OonJ(Dx(O,T))-((x,O):XED}=I’. 
(ii) There exists D,?u and it is bounded on D x (0, T). 
(iii) D:udQu=fd+‘dxdt on Dx(0, T). 
(iv) D,UE Lm(D x (0, T)) and D,u dQua= f d+‘dx dt on D x (0, T) 
where Qua the a.c. part of the measure Qu w.r. to dx dt. 
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Furthermore ‘measure QU is a.c. with respect to dx dt on (0: > 0) and 
function u can be represented stochastically on D x [0, T) as 
U(X,f)=( if ,EI,:-$(d+ 1)2"(d+')f(.x+X;,t+ y;)& 0, E. 
where 5 is the time the processes (x + Xg, t + Yg) hit I-. 
ProofI For each n E N consider the solution U,E C(d x [0, T]) n 
K + (D x (0, T)) of the l/n-approximated problem as has resulted in 
Theorem 2.1. By construction the following properties of solutions u,, are 
true (see definition of u>,,~,,, and Lemmata 1.4, 1.6) 
U,<U, on Dx[O,T]ifm<n 
sup II~AI, Gk llfll^* 
” 
sup Iu,(x> tl)-u,(X, fz)l <k lP,f Ilr It,--2 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
forall XED, t,, t,E[O, T] (3.5) 
u,(x, t i-h) + u,,(x, t - h) - %,k t) <k IlD,,.f II z h2 for all xEB, 
(3.6) 
tE (0, +cc’) and h>O such that t+he (0, T), the constant k>O not 
depending on n E N. Furthermore we have 
‘i(d+‘Jf(x+X:, t+ Yf)ds 
+Eu,(x+X;, tt Y:) (3.7) 
for all (x, t) E D x [0, T), n E N. 
Set U=limu, on bx [0, T] 
‘lx, t)=( ,,sE/;-;(d+ 1)21”“+‘lf(x+~;, t+ yt)& c. t 
(x, t) E D x [0, T]. 
Function v is well defined in virtue of Lemma 1.5. 
Observing that (x+ XT, t + Y~)E r for all (x, t)E D x [0, T) and 
(a, b) E S and recalling the already known fact that u, -+ 0 uniformly on r 
we have that the following convergence holds if n + +CXI: 
sup{ sup EJu,(x+X~,t+Y~)~:(x,t)~Dx[0,T)}+0 
(a,b)c S 
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But I&, t) - v(x, t)l < sup(,,t,)es E Iu,(x + Xc, t + Yt)l for all (x, t) E 
D x [O, T) = D x [O, TJ - r, so U, + v uniformly of b x [O, T] -T. After 
these facts, it is obvious that U, --) u uniformly on D x [0, T] and in conse- 
quence u E C(D x [O, T]) n K+(D x (0, 7’)). Furthermore u = 0 on r and 
u = v on D x [0, T). Now (3.5), (3.6) in view of Lemma 3.3 are suflicient for 
part (ii). 
It remains to prove parts (iii) and (iv). 
By construction of (u,} (see 2.1) we have in the distributional sense 
C~~D~u+2bD,u~(d+1)2’l(~+‘tf on D x (0, T) 
i, i 
for all sym. A = [CQ] > 0 and numbers b >O such that b det A 2 1. 
Regularizing the last inequality by convolution with pn as in Lemma 3.2 
and recalling the Lemma of the Introduction we obtain 
D &) &CD.&)] > (f(“))d+ ’ f v on D, x (0, T), 
where D, = (.x E D: dist(x, D) > l/n >, n E N. Because of (3.5) we have 
D,u(“’ + D,u a.e. on D x (0, T) and recalling Lemma 3.2 we deduce that 
D,udQu”afd+‘dxdt on D x (0, T). 
But D,u=D:u>O a.e. on Dx(0, T), so 
D,?udQu&fdfldxdt on D x (0, T). (3.8) 
We shall prove that (3.8) is an equality. Obviously it is sufficient to prove 
it on E={(x,t)~Dx(0,T):D~u>0}, open in IWdx(O, +co) because of 
lower semi-continuity of 0: u. 
Let E = Uk Ek where Ek are open subsets such that & compact c Ek+ 1 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Fixing Ek and setting Ek = K, the lower semicontinuity of the functions 
D:un on the compact subset K implies 
D:un > D,+un(z,J on K with z, = (x,, t,) E K. (3.9) 
So there is a subsequence z,, such that z,, -+ z. = (x0, to) E K 
In view of Lemma 3.3 
limnjnf D,?u,,,(z~,) > D:u(zo). (3.9)’ 
If min, D:u = c then c > 0 because D:u is 1.s.c. on the compact 
Kc {D:u>O} and so (3.9) and (3.9)’ imply 
D:u,,, >f on K for every n’ 2 no. 
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But D:u,,, det[Diiu,,,] = f"" a.e. on D x (0, T) for every n’ so qn, = 
det[Dp,,l62 IIfd+lllm/ c a.e. on K for every n’ > n,. Now we can sup- 
press tons on n without confusion. The last majoration implies that there 
is a measure p on K, a.c. with respect to dx dt such that q,dx dt -+ dp 
strongly on K, so 
for all 4 E C,(E,). (3.10) 
On the other hand, after Lemma 3.1, 
So by (3.10) we have p= Qu on Ek and therefore, at least for a 
subsequence we have 
Qun + Qu strongly on E, 
and in particular dQu is ac. with respect to dx dt on Ek. Combining this 
result with Lemma 3.3 part (b) and the uniform boundedness of the 
sequence {D:un} deduced from (3.5) we have 
so 
D,+u, dQu, -+ D:u dQu on Ek 
D,?udQu=fd+‘dxdt on E,. 
This being true for all Ek, k = 1, 2, . . . . we have proved that 
D,+udQu=fd+ldxdt on E= {D,?u>O} 
hence part (iii). Now part (iv) is an easy consequence. 
Similar arguments are sufticient to extend in 
THEOREM 3.2. Let D be the open subset satisfying assumption (1.4) and 
number T> 0. Let a function f E C(d x [0, + UI)) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
faOondx[O, +oo) and f=Oon(dDx[O, +a;))u(bx[T, +m)) 
D,f, D,,f E C(D x LO, + 00 )). 
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Then there is a function u E C(d x [0, T]) n K + (D x (0, T)) with bounded 
right derivative D:u on D x (0, T) such that 
u=o on r=a(Dx(O, T))-{(x,O):x~Dj 
D,?u dQu = f “+‘dx dt on D x (0, T). 
ProoJ: Consider f, E CZ(Rdx [0, + co)), 12 E N, satisfying 
fn 2 0 on Rdx [0, -l-co) 
fn=O outside of K, x [0, T], where K, compact subset of D 
fn-f uniformly of D x [0, T] 
(3.11) 
sup { Ilf,llo3 + Il~,f~ll, + Il&fnllcxJ < +@J. 
Let U, E C(d x [0, T]) A K+(D x (0, T)) be solutions of the equations 
D;un dQu, = f f+‘dx dt on D x (0, T) 
u, = 0 on IY 
By construction (see (3.5), (3.6)) and (3.11) we have 
I%& ~1)-%(X, tdl GJJlfl -t,l 
for all XED, t,, t2~ [0, T] 
u,(x, t + h) + u,(x, t - h) - 24x, t) < Nh2 
for all x E 4, t E (0, T) 
and h > 0 such that t + h E (0, T), the constant iV> 0 not depending on 
n E N. Furthermore 
u,(x, t)=( l&Ej;-;(d+ 1)21’(d+‘tfn(x+X,b, t+ y,b)& 
0, E 
for all (x, t)EDx [0, T)=Dx [0, T]-I-. 
The last expression implies 
Iu,(x, t) - %n(X> t)l< If” -.Ml sup E(r) 
(U,b)ES 
for all (x, t) E D x [0, T). 
In view of Lemma 1.5, sup(s~p~,,~)~~ E(t): (x, t) E D x [0, T)} -z +m so 
24, -+ u uniformly on d x [0, T] - K 
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Now in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can find what we need to prove the 
remaining parts. 
Remark. Because it is not known if measure QU is a.c. with respect to 
dx dt on D x (0, T), we wan’t write D,u dQu =fdf ‘dx dt for every version 
of derivative D,u. 
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